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We have studied the adsorption of CO on Pd(210) by performing density functional theory (DFT)
calculations within the generalized gradient approximation. We find a relatively small corrugation
in the CO adsorption energies with the two bridge sites being energetically almost degenerate. CO is
furthermore known as a strong poison in heterogeneous catalysis. We have therefore also addressed
the coadsorption of CO with atomic hydrogen. There is a significant inhibition of the hydrogen
adsorption due to the presence of CO which is analysed in terms of the electronic structure of the
adsorbate system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of surface science, the study of the interaction of molecules with metal surfaces has traditionally
focused on low-index surface planes. The experimental preparation of these well-defined surface in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) chambers and the subsequent adsorption
of molecules on them has been a remarkable success over
the past decades [1]. On the other hand, however, the
surfaces of all technologically relevant catalysts are in
fact non-ideal, i.e. defect-rich. Furthermore, catalytic
reactions typically occur under high pressures. These
discrepancies between real-world applications and basic
research are called the “structure and pressure gap”.
It is a widely known fact that imperfections of the surface and coadsorbates can significantly influence the reactivity of a catalyst surface. One way to bridge the
structure and pressure gap between surface science and
applied heterogeneous catalysis is to carry out experimental and theoretical studies of coadsorbate systems on
well-defined structured surfaces, such as vicinal surfaces
of the low-index surface planes, and thus identify the effect of a particular defect structure and coadsorbate on
the surface reactivity [2].
In order to contribute to the microscopic understanding of the molecular adsorption on structured surfaces, we
have studied the adsorption of CO and the coadsorption
of CO and hydrogen on the already rather open Pd(210)
surface by density-functional theory calculations. The
adsorption of carbon monoxide, CO, is one of the “prototype” systems for the study of adsorption on metal surfaces. Technologically, CO is known as a rather unwanted
catalytic poison—it binds rather strongly (≈ 1 − 2 eV) to
the surface and is able to passivate an otherwise reactive
surface [3]. However, coadsorption studies are not only of
interest in the context of the poisoning of a catalyst. In
general, any heterogeneously catalyzed reaction requires
the coadsorption of the reactants. This demonstrates the
importance of a fundamental insight into the interaction
between two adsorbed species.
As far as the interaction of CO with metal surfaces

is concerned, the binding to the surface is rather weak
compared to the CO dissociation energy of 11.23 eV.
This leads to the plausible assumption that the electronic
structure of the free CO molecule is only slightly modified upon adsorption. The simple interaction picture
proposed by Blyholder is capable of explaining the CO
adsorption qualitatively [4–6]: Charge donation from the
5σ orbital to the metal and back donation to the 2π ∗
orbital establishes a metal-CO bond, but at the same
time weakens the carbon-oxygen bond. Variations in the
stretching frequencies of adsorbed CO can thus be explained.
Molecular CO is known for its ability to populate different adsorption sites with a very local binding, and
quite a few theoretical and experimental studies on CO
adsorption on different palladium surfaces exist [5, 7–21].
The (210) surface can be thought of as being built up of
small (100) terraces with steps running along the [001]
direction and forming open (110)-like microfacets. For
atomic hydrogen, we found recently that the adsorption
at the steps is energetically most favorable [22, 23]. Interestingly, according to our present study the CO adsorption on Pd(210) is not dominated by steps. CO is known
to adsorb upright in bridge positions on Pd(100) [8, 11].
On Pd(210), there are two inequivalent bridge positions.
And indeed, we find a relatively small corrugation in the
CO adsorption energies with the two bridge sites being
energetically almost degenerate.
Hydrogen on palladium has served as another prototype system for the interaction of atoms and molecules
with surfaces [24–35]. A recent combined experimental and theoretical study demonstrated that on Pd(210)
hydrogen can adsorb both dissociatively and molecularly [22]. These findings were rather surprising since
usually H2 adsorbs dissociatively on metal surfaces [24].
In fact, on clean Pd(210) there is no H2 molecular adsorption state. This state becomes stabilized only if atomic
hydrogen is present on the Pd(210) surface and hinders
the H2 dissociation [22, 23].
Our calculations show that CO indeed inhibits hydrogen adsorption by reducing the hydrogen adsorption en-
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ergies significantly. Besides a direct electrostatic dipoledipole repulsion, mainly the CO-induced downshift of the
local d-band center is the origin for the reduction in the
adsorption energies.
This paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, the computational details of our DFT study will
be briefly addressed. Then we discuss the CO adsorption
on the clean Pd(210) surface for CO coverages of θ = 1
and θ = 1.5. Finally, we address the coadsorption of
CO and atomic hydrogen and finish the paper with some
concluding remarks.
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

[001]
Ab initio density-functional theory calculations were
used to determine all the structural, electronic and energetic results presented in this article. The Kohn-Sham
equations were solved in a plane-wave basis set using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [36, 37]
and employing the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) of Perdew and co-workers (PW91) [38]. For an
accurate representation of the oxygen core region, PAW
pseudopotentials [39, 40] together with an energy cutoff
of 400 eV were used. To model the surface, the slab supercell approach with periodic boundary conditions was
used: The Pd(210) surface is described by periodic slabs
of 11 layers and a separating vacuum region of 11 Å.
For a (1 × 1) surface unit cell of Pd(210), it turns out
that a Monkhorst-Pack k point set [41] of 7 × 7 × 1,
corresponding to 16 k points in the irreducible Brillouin zone, together with a first-order Methfessel-Paxton
smearing [42] of width σ = 0.1 eV is sufficient in order to
get converged energies [23]. All reported total energies
were then extrapolated to σ → 0 eV. However, in order
to find energy minimum structures it is important that
also the forces are well-converged. For the clean and
hydrogen-covered Pd(210) surface we have carried out
relaxation calculations with a conjugate-gradient minimization scheme using the Hellman-Feynman forces computed at a larger k point set of 11 × 11 × 1 (36 k points
in the irreducible zone) [23], but we did not find any
significant differences with respect to the calculation for
7 × 7 × 1 k points. Hence the relaxed CO adsorption
structures are determined with the smaller k point set.

III.

FIG. 1: Top view of the (210) surface together with the surface unit cell and CO and H adsorption sites.

fect of the supercell symmetry on the computed binding
energy can become quite significant [44].

A.

CO adsorption on clean Pd(210)

No evidence for any reconstruction upon CO adsorption exists experimentally [8], so that the relaxed (210)
layer geometry as given in Ref. [23] was used. Since CO
induced layer relaxations might be quite substantial, adsorption energies for both a slab fixed at the positions
of the clean (210) surface and a fully relaxed slab are
reported.
Possible CO adsorption sites are shown in Fig. 1. As
CO is known to occupy bridge sites on Pd(100) or nearbridge sites on Pd(110), it is expected that sites C and
E are going to be preferred adsorption sites: Site E corresponds to a bridge position on the (100) terrace, site C
to a bridge position on a (110) facet. The DFT results
are summarized in Table II. The obtained adsorption
energies confirm this assumption: The two bridge sites
E and C are the most favorable adsorption sites. They
are energetically almost degenerate with adsorption energies of 1.88 eV and 1.86 eV, respectively. The effect

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The properties for the CO molecule as obtained by ab
initio DFT calculations are summarized in Table I and
compared to their experimental values. All molecular
properties were computed using a large, asymmetric supercell of dimensions 10.00 × 10.25 × 10.50 Å. In the case
of, e.g., H2 , the asymmetricity of the supercell and thus
the breaking of any inherent symmetry in the atom or
molecule is not important, but for molecules involving
atoms with degenerate orbitals such as oxygen, the ef-

TABLE I: Binding energy, bond length, and stretching frequency for the CO molecule. Experimental data is taken from
Ref. [43].

GGA-PAW
Exp.

CO
Eb [eV]
11.78
11.24

d [Å]
1.14
1.13

ω [cm−1 ]
2135
2170
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FIG. 2: Adsorption geometries for CO on Pd(210). O is
drawn in black, C in white, the Pd atoms are shaded in gray.
The left panel (a) illustrates the final adsorption geometry of
CO at site E, the right panel (b) at site C. In both cases, the
bridge-bonded, inclined CO geometry is clearly visible.

of the surface relaxation on the CO adsorption energies
is relatively weak, however, it is twice as large for the C
site than for the E site. It is interesting to note that CO
adsorption on Pd(210) is not dominated by the step sites
B; instead, there is a relatively small corrugation in the
CO adsorption energies across the surface unit cell.
Adsorption at site E might be interpreted as an adsorption on a (100) terrace with an angle of 26.6◦ against the
(210) surface, adsorption at site C as an adsorption on
a (110) facet with an angle of 18.4◦ against the surface.
Both sites are however identical as far as the direct bonding partners of the CO molecule are concerned, only the
next-nearest neighbors are different. Relaxed adsorption
geometries for both sites are detailed in Table III, and
the computed atom distances at both sites are identical within our numerical accuracy. Furthermore, the CO
molecule is bonding almost perpendicular to the line connecting its two respective, fully relaxed palladium partners and perfectly centered in its bridge position in both
cases: We only note one Pd-C distance in Table III as differences are below 0.005 Å. However, the induced layer
relaxations at site C are much stronger than at site E,

TABLE II: Adsorption energies per molecule for different adsorption sites of CO on Pd(210). The notation of the sites
refers to Fig. 1. For adsorption at the on-top site, the molecule
was laterally constrained to position D.
Ead [eV]
Coverage Site Fixed slab Relaxed slab Exp.[45]
E
1.83
1.88
1.45
C
1.76
1.86
θ=1
B
1.73
1.77
A
1.50
1.58
D
1.48
1.50
θ = 1.5

0.91

—

1.14

changing the orientation of the Pd-Pd axis between first
and second layer and thus allowing the molecule to position itself in a more upright fashion while still perfectly
preserving its bridge-bonding position. This also explains
the relatively large energy gain at this position when relaxing the substrate. In particular, there is a surprisingly
strong outward relaxation between the second and third
layer. Note that at the clean surface, DFT calculations
yield a reduction of d23 with respect to the bulk value of
−3% [23].
Experimentally, electron stimulated desorption ion angular distribution (ESDIAD) measurements [9] at low
coverages up to θ = 1 suggest adsorption of CO in
a bridge-bonded position at site E, inclined away from
the surface normal, in agreement with our DFT results.
Thermal desorption results yield an initial adsorption energy of 1.52 eV [7] or 1.45 eV per molecule [45]. The binding energy for the bridge site E is thus considerably overestimated. GGA calculations using the PW91 exchangecorrelation functional, however, tend to overestimate the
CO adsorption on a wide range of metal surfaces [46].
For the CO adsorption on Pd(100), we obtain an adsorption
energy of 1.91 eV at the bridge position for the
√
√
c(2 2 × 2) CO superstructure, in good agreement with
previous calculations
√ using
√ a slightly different setup [11].
Note that the c(2 2 × 2)(100) and the (1 × 1)(210) surface unit cells have approximately the same area so that
these calculations correspond to comparable coverages.
Nevertheless, it is surprising that the adsorption energy
of CO in fact turns out be slightly lower on Pd(210) than
on Pd(100). Given the low coordination of the top Pd
atom and thus its high reactivity, it might be anticipated
that CO is actually strongly bound to Pd(210). For ontop adsorption, this is indeed true: Adsorption at site D
gives a binding energy of 1.50 eV, whereas on-top adsorp-

TABLE III: Adsorption geometries for CO on Pd(210) at a
coverage of θ = 1. The used notation for the bonding lengths
and angle is illustrated in the figure. For the interlayer spacings, d12 and d23 , the relative change in % to the bulk interlayer distance is given in parentheses. Note that, on a
fixed slab, CO adsorption in a bridge-bonded, locally perpendicular orientation at site C corresponds to an inclination of
θC−O = 18.4◦ as measured against the surface normal.
ϑC−O

d C−O
d Pd−C

18.4°

(210)

Site dPd−C [Å] dC−O [Å] ϑC−O [◦ ]

d12 [Å]

d23 [Å]

E

1.99

1.18

18.0

0.760 (−14) 0.950 (+7)

C

1.99

1.18

12.0

0.723 (−18) 1.023 (+15)
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FIG. 3: Adsorption geometry of CO/Pd(210) at a coverage
of θ = 1.5. The color coding is identical to the one used in
Fig. 2. The CO molecules are (approximately) located at sites
E, B, and C’ (from bottom to top). The (1 × 2) surface unit
cell is also shown.

tion on Pd(100) gives 1.44 eV [11]. As in both cases the
nearest-neighbor distance of the CO molecules is identical, i.e., the Pd lattice constant, a0 , any dipole-dipole repulsion effects should be comparable and thus not change
any relative differences. Besides, dipole-dipole interactions at a similar coverage on Pd(110) were estimated
to be on the order of 30 meV [17]. Experimental TDS
results, too, suggest a slightly higher adsorption energy
on Pd(100) than on Pd(210) [7]. As seen in Table III,
adsorption in both bridge-bonded sites results in rather
strong relaxations, and a tendency to minimize the CO
inclination is always found. This suggests that the CO
molecule is just repelled by the protruding Pd atom at
the next “step”, and adsorption is thus not as favorable
as on a flat (100) surface. Furthermore, variations in the
CO adsorption energy from site to site are comparably
small and a rather small energy gain due to a more reactive bonding partner might just be overcompensated by
the enforced, but unfavorable inclination of the molecule.
On Pd(110), CO adsorbs in a near-bridge site at monolayer coverage. The molecules are alternately tilted along
the [100] direction (perpendicular to the top layer rows),
resulting in a (2 × 1) periodicity [15] forming a “zig-zag”
chain of CO molecules. In contrast to the situation on the
(210) surface, each Pd atom binds two alternately tilted
CO molecules. Computations in a (1 × 2) unit cell of the
(210) surface revealed no evidence for such an alternating
structure on the (210) surface.
The experimental saturation coverage of CO on
Pd(210) is reported to be θ = 1.5 [7]. LEED experiments
show that this coverage is achieved by maintaining rows
of CO molecules along the [001] direction, but reducing
the CO distances along the [12̄0] direction. A possible microscopic structure is shown in Fig. 3. The energy gain

of additional adsorption of one CO molecule per (1 × 2)
unit cell going from θ = 1.0 to θ = 1.5 is 0.91 eV. The
CO molecules rearrange in such a way that one of them
stays in the most favorable E site, whereas the other two
rows of CO molecules are pushed to approximately the B
and C’ sites. In comparison, TDS results yield a weaker
bound β1 species with an adsorption energy of 1.14 eV
[45]. It is in fact surprising that the differential heat of
adsorption for a coverage of θ = 1.5 seems to be underestimated while it is overestimated at low coverages.
However, no comprehensive scan of possible structures in
the (1 × 2) unit cell was performed so that the existence
of other structures lower in energy cannot be ruled out.
Corresponding to the large intrinsic dipole moment of
the CO molecule, a CO coverage of θ = 1.5 results in
a significant work function increase of ∆Φ = 1.45 eV
(Φ = 6.37 eV). At a coverage of θ = 1.0, a still considerable increase of 1.26 eV is found (Φ = 6.18 eV). In CO
adsorption experiments on Pd(210), a maximum increase
of the work function by 1.06 eV is reported [7]. Similar to
hydrogen-induced work function changes [22], the computed effect of the adsorbate on the work function is thus
overestimated.
CO bonding to a metal surface is usually discussed
in terms of the Blyholder model [4]. A more thorough
discussion can be based on the analysis of the resulting
mixed orbitals as they are manifested in the respective
local density of states [47, 48]. In Fig. 4, the local density
of states for both the top Pd atom and the carbon and
oxygen atoms are depicted. The d-band centers were
determined by integration over the available energy range
fully including all d-band states. Upon CO adsorption,
the Pd d-band center is shifted down from −1.26 eV to
−1.82 eV. The CO 1π, 2π ∗ and the Pd d orbitals with
π symmetry hybridize to give an all-bonding 1π̃, a nonbonding d˜π , and an anti-bonding 2π̃ ∗ orbital [47]. On
the other hand, the CO 4σ, 5σ and the Pd dσ interact to
form bonding 4σ̃ and 5σ̃ orbitals as well as a broad antibonding d˜σ band. In Fig. 4, the broad resonance of the
CO orbitals with the respective metal d-band orbitals in
the energy range of −5 to 0 eV are clearly visible. The
much lower density of states in this region at the carbon
atom can be traced back to the non-bonding character
of the d˜π orbital, with its reduced charge density at the
carbon atom due to its nodal plane there. As expected,
the distance between the modified 4σ (E = −9.5 eV)
and 5σ orbitals (E = −6.7 eV) is significantly reduced,
and the 5σ orbital is even located below the 1π-deduced
states (E = −6.5 eV and E = −6.0 eV) in contrast to the
free CO molecule. The derived bonding scenario is very
similar to the one found for bridge site adsorption of CO
on Pd(100) [11]. We also note that at different adsorption
sites there are subtle differences as far as the importance
of the hybridization of the metal d states with the 5σ and
the 2π ∗ orbitals of CO is concerned [11, 49]. It is thus
well conceivable that the upshift of the d-band center at
the open Pd(210) surface [23] has opposing effects on the
bonding mechanisms at the top and bridge sites leading
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B.

Coadsorption of H and CO on Pd(210)
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FIG. 4: LDOS analysis of CO adsorbed at the bridge site
E on Pd(210). Upper panel: Local d-band density of
states of the top-most Pd atom before (dashed) and after (solid) CO adsorption. The d-band center is shifted
from −1.26 eV to −1.82 eV upon CO adsorption. Lower
panel: Local DOS (summed over all orbitals) at the carbon
(solid) and oxygen atom (dashed) with a projection radius of
r = 1.058 Å (2 bohr). The resonant levels are labeled according to the orbitals they originate from in the free gas-phase
CO molecule as revealed by an analysis of the orbital-resolved
DOS. The peak at −6.6 eV exhibits a double-peak structure
with both 5σ and 1π contributions.

The adsorption energies of CO on Pd(210) are significantly larger than those of hydrogen on Pd(210). It is
thus very likely that any coadsorption of carbon monoxide and hydrogen will be dominated by the CO molecule.
Nevertheless, due to the rather open structure of the
(210) surface, atomic or even molecular hydrogen adsorption might still be possible. On a specially prepared Ni(100) surface covered with hydrogen and carbon
monoxide, for instance, a structural transformation upon
heating and the formation of chemisorbed H2 is found
[50]. However, coadsorption experiments of CO and H2
showed a strong inhibition of hydrogen adsorption [45].
The computed atomic hydrogen adsorption energies for
one hydrogen atom per surface unit cell in the presence
of CO at different sites are listed in Table IV. In addition, the atomic hydrogen adsorption energies on clean
Pd(210) are included as a reference [23]. The atomic
H adsorption energies were computed with respect to the
theoretical binding energy of H2 in the PAW pseudopotential approximation. Note that the bridge site C is
no stable atomic hydrogen adsorption site, the H atom
rather relaxes towards the quasi-threefold C’ site.
The overall trend is a significant reduction of atomic
hydrogen adsorption energies at all sites due to the presence of CO on Pd(210), in agreement with the experi-

TABLE IV: Atomic hydrogen adsorption energies in eV/atom
on clean [23] and CO precovered Pd(210). The coverage corresponds to one H atom and one CO molecule per (210) surface
unit cell. If the adsorption site is not stable, the relaxation
path of the adsorbate is indicated.
Ead (eV)
CO-pos H-pos
Fixed slab
Relaxed slab
–
A
–
0.45
–
B
–
0.52
–
C(∗)
–
0.44
–
C’
–
0.51
E
A
0.09
0.12
E
C’
0.22
0.31
E
C”
0.19
0.27
E
B
H-pos: B → C’ H-pos: B → C’
C
A
0.13
0.22
C
B
0.24
0.30
C
C” H-pos: C” → B H-pos: C” → B
C
E
H-pos: E → B H-pos: E → B
B
A
0.16
0.22
B
C
0.04
0.08
B
C” CO-pos: B → E CO-pos: B → E
B
E
H-pos: E → A H-pos: E → A

to the reduced corrugation in the adsorption energies.
This interaction picture is also capable of accounting
for the fact that CO always adsorbs with the carbon
atom towards the surface [47]. On Pd(210), DFT calculations with the oxygen pointing towards the surface
gives a roughly non-bonding scenario yielding no net energy gain in contrast to the large adsorption energy of
1.88 eV for carbon-terminated bonding. In the described
final electronic structure after the metal d-band interaction is taken into account, both the interactions of the σ
and the π orbitals result in a net charge transfer to the
atom not bonding to the surface. As the oxygen atom is
more electronegative, adsorption with the carbon atom
towards the surface yields a much larger adsorption energy. In addition, the 5σ orbital is mainly located at the
carbon atom [5, 11, 12] which leads to a larger overlap
with the Pd surface for the carbon end down and thus
to a stronger interaction compared to the situation with
the oxygen atom down.

(∗)

This site is not stable for hydrogen adsorption (see text)
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mental results [45]. For CO adsorbed on the energetically
most favorable site E, the threefold coordinated site C’ is
the only one to remain somewhat reactive with respect to
hydrogen adsorption. Due to the adsorbed CO molecule,
the mirror symmetry along [12̄0] and thus the degeneracy of sites C’ and C” is removed: The adsorption energy
at site C” is slightly reduced in comparison to site C’ as
the distance of the hydrogen atom to the neighboring CO
molecules is shorter. A hydrogen atoms experiences an
even larger repulsion at site A since it is rather close to
the adsorbed CO molecule. At the step site B, the most
reactive one on the clean (210) surface, atomic hydrogen is no longer stable as the hydrogen is pushed to the
neighboring C’ site instead. This can be understood by
looking at the dissociation of formyl, HCO, on a metal
surface [51]. Once the carbon-bonded hydrogen (starting
from a gas-phase bond length of approximately 1.1 Å) is
slightly separated from the carbon atom, both being in
contact with the metal surface, the hydrogen is strongly
repelled and separates itself from the remaining CO. In
this context, it is clear that the hydrogen molecule tries
to maximize its distance to all neighboring CO molecules.
Site C is energetically almost degenerate with site E
with regard to the CO adsorption. According to Table IV, the CO induced reduction in the hydrogen binding energies is also similar. At site A, the hydrogen adsorption energy is less affected by CO on site C than
on site E because of the larger CO-H distance. Hydrogen placed both on site C” and on site E is unstable
and pushed to site B. Note that hydrogen usually prefers
high-coordinated sites on Pd surfaces and that therefore
the bridge site E is also an unstable hydrogen adsorption
site on clean Pd(210).
Finally we address the coadsorption of CO and H for
CO located at the step site B. For this configuration,
hydrogen can only adsorb on site A with an appreciable
binding energy. Site C is no longer unstable for H adsorption as on the clean surface due to the repulsion caused
by the CO molecules which are located symmetrically
at both adjacent B sites. However, this repulsion also
leads to a significant lowering of the atomic hydrogen adsorption energies. Interestingly, for hydrogen located at
site C”, the CO adsorption site B is no longer metastable,
i.e. no local energy minimum. Now it is not the hydrogen atom that is displaced upon energy minimisation,
but rather the CO molecule that is shifted towards its
most favorable adsorption site E. This is a consequence
of the relatively small corrugation of the CO adsorption
energies on Pd(210). An H atom placed on site E is again
unstable and rather adsorbs on site A.
With respect to the mechanism of the poisoning of the
hydrogen adsorption by preadsorbed CO on Pd(210), we
note that both atomic hydrogen and CO lead to an increase of the work function upon adsorption. Thus they
should experience a mutual dipole-dipole repulsion when
they are coadsorbed. In the discussion above, we have
seen that the reduction in the hydrogen adsorption energies caused by the presence of CO correlates with the

CO-H distance which is indicative of a direct repulsive
interaction.
However, the increase of the work function upon
atomic hydrogen adsorption is rather small, about
0.2 eV [22]. Besides, we note that atomic hydrogen is
adsorbed much closer to the surface than CO. At site B,
the hydrogen atom is located at about the same height as
the uppermost Pd layer while at the other hydrogen adsorption sites (A, C’ and C”) it is even 0.2 − 0.8 Å below
the uppermost Pd layer. In contrast, the center of mass
of the adsorbed CO molecule is located about 2 Å above
the top Pd layer. Thus the influence of the dipole-dipole
interaction on the hydrogen adsorption energies should
be limited. As far as the coadsorption of CO with water
on Pd/Au overlayers is concerned, also a relatively weak
dipole-dipole interaction between CO and H2 O has been
found in recent DFT calculations [52].
Apart from the direct interaction between the coadsorbates, the CO-induced modification of the substrate density of states can also lead to significant changes in the
hydrogen adsorption energies. This indirect substratemediated mechanism has for example been discussed in
the case of the poisoning of hydrogen dissociation at
Pd(100) by adsorbed sulfur [53, 54]. The change in the
adsorption energies can be understood in terms of the
d-band model [55]. According to the d-band model, an
energetic downshift of the position of the local d-band
center leads to smaller chemical binding at the particular surface. Analogously to the situation of a Pd(210)
surface pre-covered with hydrogen [23], the d-band center
is reduced with respect to its value on the clean surface
upon CO adsorption. The d-band center of the top Pd
atom shifts from εd = −1.26 eV to εd = −1.82 eV. Due
to the significant interaction of the CO molecule with its
neighboring Pd atoms, this shift is much larger than in
the case of a monolayer of atomic hydrogen. This strong
down-shift thus explains the rather large decrease in the
hydrogen binding energies on the CO-covered surface.
On clean Pd(210), a coexistence of atomic and molecular hydrogen adsorption states has been found [22]. DFT
calculations have demonstrated that atomic hydrogen at
site B hinders the dissociation of additional H2 above the
top Pd atom (site D, see Fig. 1). Thus the H2 molecular
adsorption state becomes metastable with a binding energy of 0.27 eV per H2 molecule. On the CO precovered
surface, H2 molecular adsorption is no longer exothermic.
For CO adsorbed at site E, the H2 adsorption energy at
the top Pd atom is now even slightly negative (−0.01 eV
per H2 molecule) with respect to the gas phase H2 energy , although it is still a metastable site separated by
a barrier from the vacuum. Note that the H2 adsorption on hydrogen covered Pd(210) leads to a decrease
of the work function; hence there should be an attractive dipole-dipole interaction between adsorbed H2 and
CO. The fact that H2 molecular adsorption is no longer
exothermic on CO-covered Pd(210) confirms that it is
predominantly the CO-induced downshift of the local Pd
d-band center which is responsible for the reduction of
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the hydrogen adsorption energies.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed density functional theory calculations to study the adsorption of CO and the coadsorption
of CO and hydrogen on the (210) surface of palladium.
We found that the variation of the CO binding energy
is comparably small across different adsorption sites and
that bonding of CO is a very local process. As on the
Pd(100) surface, CO prefers to adsorb in a bridge configuration on Pd(210) with the two inequivalent bridge
sites being energetically practically degenerate. At the
bridge site on the (100) terrace, CO adsorbs inclined
with respect to the surface normal. An analysis of the
LDOS yielded a very similar picture to the one found
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